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Industrial master
craftsman IMC
Industrial master craftsmen are technical managers in industrial companies with departmental
management functions in which they control, monitor and secure industrial manufactoring processes.
They have a key role that contributes to the company‘s success.
The tasks and activities of an industrial master craftsman depend on the chosen ﬁeld of study. They
include the direct production as well as management and organisation. The management of the tasks
include areas of work in the profession of industial master craftsmen. The work with other companies,
departments and customers is also part of the programme.
Since the versatility of the profession allows a large ﬁeld of application in different industries, the
training as an industrial master craftsman is constantly adapted to the needs of the working world.
The level of know-how of the master’s degree is equal to that of the bachelor’s degree. Therefore the
profession of industrial master can compete with that of bachelor graduate or business administrator.
This makes the path to university possible and increases the chances of advancement.
The named education which is ensured through the Malaysian-German Chamber of Commerce (MGCC),
stands for high quality. The German dual vocational training teaches theory as well as practice which
enables a simpliﬁed entry into a
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professional life with a career as
manager on a level of an instructor.
Since the job of an industrial master
has a high prestige, good career
opportunities are guaranteed.
Another reason for the constantly
improving prospects of an industrial
master craftsman is the worldwide
shortage of skilled workers.
The industrial master craftsman
offers people the opportunity to
educate on a high level to get a
leading role to contribute to the
success of companies.

Overview:
• Highly recognized qualiﬁcation worldwide
• Qualiﬁcation possibility for a subsequent education
• High qualiﬁcation by MGCC guaranteed
• High chances of employment due to a wide range of work areas
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German industrial master craftsman
Specialisation: Mechatronics (m/f)

Deﬁnition:
The subject mechantronics includes the cooperation of different faculties. A master craftsman
produces industrial products and optimizes process design in mechanical, electrical and
informational technic.

Professional activities:
• Mechanical and plant engineering
• Installation and commissioning of such systems
• Maintenance and service
• Organisational and management tasks

Chances:
The education in the industrial master adapts itself constantly to the needs of the professional life,
because the variedness of the occupation enables a big operational area in different branches.
The German binary education system provides theory as well as practice, which allows you to enter
easily in professional life as a manager at the level of an instructor.

Goals:
• To optimize the production and develop employees
• To acquire the competence of mechanical, electrical, control and information technology
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German industrial master craftsman
Specialisation: Automotive (m/f)

Deﬁnition:
Specialisation on the worldwide growing mobility. By the acquired knowledge and the decisions
that will be taken, the future can be inﬂuenced a master craftsman.

Professional activities:
• Versatile, because mobility is constantly growing in each industry
• To work for new system solutions and drafts of energy (e.g. automotive industry)
(environmental changes and alternative resources)

Chances:
Through theoretical as well as practical contents, the course prepares the students for their
professional life and associated challenges in the best possible way.
In this profession, one will experience a constant enlargement of ones own horizon, because
mobility is an endless process and new challenges constantly arise, for which innovative solutions
are needed.

Goals:
• Timely detection and accomplishment of challenges
• To mobilize companies and create innovations
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German industrial master craftsman
Specialisation: CNC Production Technology (m/f)

Deﬁnition:
To create automatically complex parts with high precision, based on CNC-technology.

Professional activities:
• To work in the metal processing industry by means of CNC-machine
• Organisation and personal management
• To support engineers and other managers in construction,
production planning and production department
• To verify machine tools
• To create work programmes for computer-operated machines

Chances:
The CNC-technology has become a key technology. Specialists with these qualiﬁcations are needed
because companies want to optimize and expand their respective mechanical production capacities
worldwide. The continuing education secures the job and opens up new perspectives.
For people who already work in the industry and would like to continue their education, this training
serves to expand their intercultural qualiﬁcations. It offers good opportunities for advancement
because a CNC production technician is a globally sought-after executive.

Goals:
• To understand requirements and proceeds of international companies
• To get the ability to assume management roles in international companies
• To use mechanical production and CNC-controlled technology
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German industrial master craftsman
Specialisation: Mechanical engineering (m/f)

Deﬁnition:
The training as an industrial master craftsman specializing in mechanical engineering prepares for
important tasks in industry in a practical way. The industrial master craftsman will be responsible
for both, personnel and production management and will mediate between employees and the
plant management.

Professional activities:
• Programming of manufacturing and automation systems
• Managing technical projects
• Coordination of production processes
• Ensuring product quality standards

Chances:
Since the knowledge is tailored to the practical requirements of the industry, good job opportunities
and a carefree professional life are guaranteed. Due to the acquired knowledge and comprehensive
competence, there are many application possibilities and a broad ﬁeld of work. German industrial
master craftsmen are able to work in every factory, where machines are in use.

Goals:
Once the training is completed, it will enable to plan, implement and optimize mechanical engineering
processes independently. This profession will enjoy a managerial position in the company. Above
all, project management will be one of the responsible tasks.
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German industrial master craftsman

Specialisation: Electrical engineering/Electronics (m/f)

Deﬁnition:
An electrical engineer will play a decisive role in his company. He will coordinate between planning
and production and install and maintain electrical systems.

Professional activities:
• Design of work and operational processes
• Staff guidance
• Mediation between employees and management

Chances:
Since the use of electronics and microelectronics is constantly increasing, the industrial master
craftsman will occupy a key position in companies after successfully completing the training. He will
participate in initiating far-reaching changes in the work and organisational structures of a company,
as well as setting new requirements for employees and managers.
He is constantly exposed to new challenges, as the structure, production and processes worldwide
must be constantly overhauled and innovation is an inﬁnite process.

Goals:
GFW International will provide him with the necessary knowledge to take on responsibility as a
specialist supervisor and electrical specialist in the areas of production, maintenance, energy supply
and project management during his further training to become a master electrician.
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German industrial master craftsman
Specialisation: Industrial product design (m/f)

Deﬁnition:
As an industrial product designer you will work with software programmes like computer aided
design (CAD) or other programmes you create your own constructions.

Professional activities:
• Planning and developing new concepts
• Reading and constructing sketches
• Using CAD and other technologies

Chances:
Due to the acquired extensive knowledge and the ability to handle with different software programmes,
the german industrial master craftsmen are sought-after employee for companies. These skills enable
them to participate in continuous automation and industrialization and to undergo continuous training.
This profession is therefore future-proof.

Goals:
The aim is able to cope with the tasks mentioned above, as well as to present, document and
construct independently.
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Requirements for
all specialisations
Prerequisites
Interdisciplinary base qualiﬁcations
Successful completion of a relevant course of vocational training or
Successful completion of a different course of vocational training followed by two years
of work experience or
At least four years of work experience

Speciﬁc operational qualiﬁcations
Successfully completion of the course section

“Interdisciplinary base qualiﬁcations”
in the last ﬁve years
and an additional year of work experience above and beyond the requirements named above
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German cooperation partners:

GFW International GmbH
Eupener Strasse 150
50933 Cologne / Germany
Phone +49 221 99385617
E-mail info@gfw-international.com
www.gfw-international.com

